Abstract. The alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) is a flexible method to solve a large class of convex minimization problems. Particular features are its unconditional convergence with respect to the involved step size and its direct applicability. This article deals with the ADMM with variable step sizes and devises an adjustment rule for the step size relying on the monotonicity of the residual and discusses proper stopping criteria. The numerical experiments show significant improvements over established variants of the ADMM.
Introduction
The development of iterative schemes for convex minimization problems is a fundamental and challenging task in applied mathematics with a long history reflected in a number of articles, e.g., in [3, 4, 7, 8, 13, 16, 17, 21, 31, 33, 34, 35, 38] . These include gradient descent methods, semi-smooth Newton methods, (accelerated) primal-dual-methods, dual methods, Brègman iteration and operator splitting methods. Here, we aim at devoloping a strategy for an automated adjustment of the step size of the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM), which is an operator splitting method, motivated by the fact that its performance is known to critically depend on the involved step size. We consider convex variational problems of the form inf u∈X F (Bu) + G(u) that arise in various applications from partial differential equations, mechanics, imaging and economics, e.g., the p-Laplace equation, the ROF model for image denoising, obstacle problems and convex programming. We assume that possible natural constraints are encoded in the objective functionals via indicator functionals. One way to solve this minimization problem is to introduce an auxiliary variable p = Bu which leads to the constrained minimization problem inf which has been introduced by Hestenes in [30] and Powell in [36] . The augmented Lagrangian method (ALM) minimizes L τ with respect to (u, p) jointly and then updates the Lagrange multiplier λ. Since the joint minimization with respect to u and p is almost as hard as the original problem, the idea of the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) is to decouple the minimization and to minimize L τ with respect to u and p successively and then update the Lagrange multiplier. In this way one can benefit from the particular features of the objective functionals F and G in the sense that the separate minimization problems can often be solved directly.
The ADMM was first introduced by Glowinski and Marroco in [18] and Gabay and Mercier in [15] . For a comprehensive discussion on ALM and ADMM and applications in partial differential equations, consider, for instance, [16] , and for the connection of ADMM to other splitting methods, particularly the Douglas-Rachford splitting method (DRSM) [11] , see, e.g., [14, 12] . In the recent literature versions of ADMM for convex minimization problems with more than two primal and/or auxiliary linearly constrained variables have also been analyzed, see, e.g., [9, 23] .
He and Yuan establish in [28] an O(1/J) convergence rate in an ergodic sense of a quantity related to an optimality condition which is based on a variational inequality reformulation of the constrained minimization problem. In [29] , they prove an O(1/J) convergence rate for the residual of the ADMM. Shen and Xu prove in [40] an O(1/J) convergence rate in an ergodic sense for a modified ADMM proposed by Ye and Yuan in [41] which augments the original ADMM with fixed step size by an additional extrapolation of the primal and dual variable. In [20] , motivated by the work of Nesterov [34] , Goldstein et al. consider an accelerated version of ADMM (Fast-ADMM) and prove an O(1/J 2 ) convergence rate for the objective value of the dual problem of the constrained minimization problem under the assumption that both objective funtionals are strongly convex and G is quadratic. Furthermore, they prove an O(1/J 2 ) convergence rate for the residuals if in addition B has full row rank and also propose a Fast-ADMM with restart for the case of F and G being only convex for which, however, a convergence rate O(1/J 2 ) could not been proven. Recently, Deng and Yin established in [10] the linear convergence of a generalized ADMM under a variety of different assumptions on the objective functionals and the operator B. Particularly, they derive an explicit upper bound for the linear convergence rate of the ADMM and, by optimizing the rate with respect to the step size, obtain an optimized step size. However, experiments reveal that the optimized step size often leads to a pessimistic convergence rate. Furthermore, the computation of the optimized step size requires the knowledge of the strong convexity constant of G and the Lipschitz constant of ∇G as well as the computation of the minimal eigenvalue of the operator B ′ B. In many of the cited results, the convergence rate of the ADMM critically depends on the dimension of X via the operator norm of B and an inf-sup-condition associated to B.
Since the convergence rate of the ADMM depends on the step size τ it seems reasonable to consider a variation of the step size. He and Yang have already studied the ADMM with variable step sizes in [27] under the assumption that F and G are continuously differentiable. They prove termination of the algorithm for monotonically decreasing or monotonically increasing step sizes and prove convergence for fixed step sizes. In [32] , Kontogiorgis and Meyer also consider the ADMM with variable step sizes and prove convergence provided that the step sizes decrease except for finitely many times. However, the suggested strategy in varying the step sizes is tailored to the problems discussed in their work. In [26, 25] He et al. consider the ADMM with self-adaptive step sizes and prove convergence provided that the step size is uniformly bounded from above and below and that the sequence of difference quotients of the step size is summable. Their proposed adjustment rule for the step size aims at balancing the two components of the residual of the ADMM. In [24] , He et al. consider an inexact ADMM where certain proximal terms are added to the augmented Lagrangian functional L τ and the subproblems are only solved approximately. They also allow for variable step sizes and proximal parameters and prove convergence under a summability condition of the difference quotients of the step sizes and proximal parameters and suggest to adjust the step size in such a way that the two contributions of the residual of the ADMM balance out. In this paper we aim at devising a general automatic step size adjustment strategy. The adjustment of the step size is based on the observation that the residual of the ADMM decreases as long as the sequence of step sizes is non-increasing. Particularly, we prove that the residual reduces by a factor of at least γ < 1 as long as the step size decreases and under the assumption that ∇G is Lipschitz continuous and B ′ is injective with bounded left-inverse. More precisely, we propose the following strategy:
(1) Choose a feasible initialization (u 0 , λ 0 ), a large step size τ 0 and a contraction factor γ ∈ (0, 1). (2) Minimize L τ with respect to p, then minimize L τ with respect to u and finally update λ. (3) Check if the residual is decreased by the factor γ. If this is not the case decrease the step size. (4) If the current step size is smaller than a chosen lower bound, restart the algorithm with a larger γ ∈ (0, 1). Otherwise continue with (2).
We furthermore address the choice of accurate stopping criteria and propose a stopping criterion that controls the distance between the primal iterates and the exact solution if strong coercivity is given. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we state some basic notation that we use and briefly introduce the finite element spaces we use when applying the general framework to convex model problems. Section 3 is devoted to the analysis of ADMM with variable step sizes. In Subsection 3.1 we present the minimization problem and the corresponding saddle-point formulation on which the ADMM is based. The ADMM with variable step sizes is then recalled in Subsection 3.2 and a convergence proof, which is similar to that of Kontogiorgis and Meyer in [32] , is given. Additionally, we show that the residual controls the distance between iterates and a saddlepoint if strong coercivity is given. The monotonicity of the residual of the ADMM with variable step sizes, which is proven in Subsection 3.3, is a crucial property of the method to ensure the termination of the scheme even if the step size is being decreased. Furthermore, it directly implies a sublinear convergence rate of the method without any additional conditions on the functionals. In Subsection 3.4 we deal with the linear convergence of the ADMM with variable step sizes which motivates to adjust the step size according to the contraction properties of the residual. Subsequently, we make our approach more precise and present the Variable-ADMM in Subsection 3.5. In Section 4 we apply our algorithm to the obstacle problem and the T V -L 2 minimization (or ROF) problem and compare its performance to the classical ADMM with fixed step size and the Fast-ADMM proposed by Goldstein et al. in [20] , which we specify in the appendix. Here, we also discuss stopping criteria used in the literature that may fail to lead to an accurate approximation. Finally, we give a conclusion in Section 5. for scalar functions or vector fields v, w ∈ L 2 (Ω; R r ), r ∈ {1, d}, and we write | · | for the Euclidean norm. We use for arbitrary sequences (a j ) j∈N and step sizes τ j > 0 the backward difference quotient
Using this definition we will also work with
Note that we have the discrete product rules
Finally, throughout the paper c will denote a generic, positive and meshindependent constant. 2.2. Finite element spaces. We let (T h ) h>0 be a family of regular triangulations of Ω with mesh sizes h = max T ∈T h h T with h T being the diameter of the simplex T . We further denote h min = min T ∈T h h T . For a given triangulation T h the set N h contains the corresponding nodes and we consider the finite element spaces of continuous, piecewise affine functions
and of elementwise constant functions (r = 1) or vector fields (r = d)
Correspondigly, we denote by T ℓ , ℓ ∈ N, a triangulation of Ω generated from an initial triangulation T 0 by ℓ uniform refinements. The refinement level ℓ will be related to the mesh size h by h ∼ 2 −ℓ . The set of nodes N ℓ is then defined as before. In our experiments we will use the discrete norm · h induced by the discrete scalar product
for v, w ∈ S 1 (T h ), where β z = Ω ϕ z dx and ϕ z ∈ S 1 (T h ) is the nodal basis function associated with the node z ∈ N h . This mass lumping will allow for the nodewise solution of certain nonlinearities. We have the relation
. On L 0 (T h ) r we will also consider the weighted L 2 -inner product
which has the property q h w ≤ c q h L 1 (Ω) due to an inverse estimate, cf. [5] .
3. Alternating direction method of multipliers 3.1. Minimization problem and saddle-point formulation. We are given convex, proper, and lower-semicontinuous functionals F : Y → R ∪ {+∞}, G : X → R ∪ {+∞}, and a bounded linear operator B : X → Y such that the functional I(·) = F (B·) + G(·) is proper and coercive. We consider the minimization problem
Upon introducing p = Bu and choosing τ > 0 we obtain the equivalent, consistently stabilized saddle-point problem defined by 
for fixed λ is convex, proper, coercive and lower-semicontinuous and therefore admits a minimizer. The characterizing optimality conditions for such a minimizer are satisfied by the pair (u, p) if λ is chosen properly and one deduces that (u, p; λ) is a saddle-point for L τ (see also [16, 37] ).
In this paper we make the following assumption.
Possible strong convexity of F or G is characterized by nonnegative functionals ̺ F : Y × Y → R and ̺ G : X × X → R in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.3 (Optimality conditions).
A triple (u, p, λ) is a saddle point for L τ if and only if Bu = p and
Proof. The variational inequalities characterize stationarity with respect to u and p, respectively, i.e., that, e.g., 0 ∈ ∂ u L τ (u, p; λ).
For ease of presentation we introduce the symmetrized coercivity functionals
Algorithm and convergence.
We approximate a saddle-point using the following iterative scheme which has been introduced in [18, 15, 16] with fixed step sizes.
Choose τ ≥ τ > 0 and R ≫ 0 and set j = 1.
and continue with (2).
Remarks 3.5.
(1) A variant of the ADMM with variable step sizes has been proposed and analyzed in [32] . Therein, a more general scheme with symmetric positive definite matrices H j is presented. We will give a more compact proof of boundedness of the iterates and termination of the algorithm related to [32, Lem. 2.5, Lem. 2.6] with H j = τ j I.
(2) We call Algorithm 3.4 with fixed step sizes, i.e., τ = τ , simply "ADMM". (3) In Subsection 3.5 we present a strategy for the adjustment of τ j based on contraction properties and introduce the "Variable-ADMM".
The iterates of Algorithm 3.4 satisfy the following optimality conditions. Lemma 3.6 (Decoupled optimality). With λ j :
Proof. By step (1) in Algorithm 3.4 we have 0 ∈ ∂ p L τ j (u j−1 , p j ; λ j−1 ) which is equivalent to the first variational inequality using the definition of λ j .
Step (2) implies 0 ∈ ∂ u L τ j (u j , p j ; λ j−1 ) which is equivalent to the second variational inequality using the definition of λ j in step (3).
We set τ 0 := τ 1 for d t τ 1 = 0 to be well-defined in the convergence proof.
Theorem 3.7 (Convergence). Let (u, p; λ) be a saddle point for L τ . Suppose that the step sizes satisfy the monotonicity property
In particular, R j → 0 as j → ∞ and Algorithm 3.4 terminates.
Proof. Choosing (v, q) = (u j , p j ) in Lemma 3.3 and (v, q) = (u, p) in Lemma 3.6 and adding corresponding inequalities we obtain
Adding the inequalities, inserting λ j , and using that Bu = p we obtain
Testing the optimality conditions of u j and u j−1 with v = u j−1 and v = u j , respectively, and adding the corresponding inequalities gives
Using d t λ j = Bu j − p j and inserting p = Bu on the right-hand side yields
Adding (2) and (3) and using the discrete product rules (1a) and (1b) gives
Multiplication by τ j , summation over j = 1, . . . , J, and noting that
The fact that d t τ 2 j ≤ 0 proves the assertion. (2) The estimate shows that a large step size τ 0 may affect the convergence behavior. However, experiments indicate that the algorithm is slow if the step size is chosen too small. This motivates to consider a variable step size that is adjusted to the performance of the algorithm during the iteration. 
u , respectively. The second minimization should thus be carried out with respect to the variable for which we have strong convexity to have control over the distance between two consecutive iterates. (4) If X and Y are finite element spaces related to a triangulation with maximal mesh size h > 0 and if we have u 0 with the approximation property B(u − u 0 ) ≤ ch α we may choose the initial step size τ 0 as τ 0 = h −α . In general, we may initialize the algorithm with a sufficiently large step size τ 0 and gradually decrease the step size, e.g., whenever the algorithm computes iterates which do not lead to a considerable decrease in the residual. (5) Note that the convergence proof allows for finitely many reinitializations of the step size. If u j := u 0 and λ j := λ 0 whenever the step size is reinitialized, this resembles a restart of the algorithm. To be more precise, if J 1 , . . . , J L denote the iterations after which the algorithm is reinitialized, i.e., we set u J k := u 0 and λ J k := λ 0 and τ
where we used that δ
(6) The conditions on the step size are the same as in [32] .
The residuals R j control the distance between iterates and a saddle-point (u, p; λ) provided that strong coercivity applies.
Corollary 3.9. For all j ≥ 1 we have
Proof. Adding (2) and (3) gives
which implies the estimate.
Remarks 3.10.
(1) If G is strongly coercive there exists a coercivity con-
X . (2) Corollary 3.9 motivates to use the stopping criterion R j ≤ ε stop /C 0 for a prescribed accuracy ε stop > 0.
3.3. Monotonicity and convergence rate. In [29] a sublinear O(1/J) convergence rate for the ADMM is shown with a contraction-type analysis. For this, the authors prove (4) with constant step sizes and a monotonicity property of the residual. The residual of Algorithm 3.4 also enjoys a monotonicity property which is stated in the following proposition which is a generalization of [29, Thm. 5.1].
Proposition 3.11 (Monotonicity of residual). For all j ≥ 1 we have
Particularly, the residual is non-increasing.
Proof. Testing the decoupled optimality conditions of (p j+1 , u j+1 ) and (p j , u j ) in Lemma 3.6 with (q, v) = (p j , u j ) and (q, v) = (p j+1 , u j+1 ), respectively, and adding the inequalities yields
in the first term on the right-hand side, using the discrete product rules (1a), (1b) and Young's inequality ab ≤ εa 2 /2 + b 2 /(2ε) with ε = τ j+1 we obtain
Y , which implies the assertion.
We can now deduce a convergence rate for the residual. This generalizes the result in [29, Thm. 6.1] for the ADMM with monotonically decreasing step sizes.
Corollary 3.12. Suppose that the step sizes satisfy the monotonicity property τ j+1 ≤ τ j for j ≥ 1. Then we have
Proof. Proposition 3.11 guarantees R J ≤ R j for 1 ≤ j ≤ J which implies
for any J ≥ 1 where the second inequality is due to Theorem 3.7.
3.4. Linear convergence. We extend the results in [10] concerning the linear convergence of the ADMM to the case of variable step sizes and prove additionally the linear convergence of the residual of the Variable-ADMM which serves as the basis for our adjustment rule for the step size. From now on we assume that G is Fréchet-differentiable with Lipschitz continuous derivative G ′ , i.e., there exists L G > 0 such that for all v, v ′ ∈ X we have
, and that G is strongly convex with coercivity constant α G , i.e.,
X . Here, ∇G is the representation of G ′ with respect to the inner product (·, ·) X , i.e., (∇G(v),
for all w ∈ X. We further assume that the adjoint of B is injective with bounded left-inverse, i.e., there exists a constant α B > 0 such that
Lemma 3.13. For all v, w ∈ X and any θ ∈ [0, 1] we have
Proof. Due to the differentiability and strong convexity of G we have
. Exchanging the roles of v and w and adding the inequalities gives
By Lemma A.1 stated in Appendix A we also have
Theorem 3.14 (Linear convergence). If
with D j as in Theorem 3.7.
Proof. From inequality (4) it follows that
Here, the term ̺ G (u, u j+1 ) on the left-hand side results from the estimate
We aim at replacing this bound by a stronger bound using the differentiability of G and Lemma 3.13. With the differentiability of G the optimality conditions for u and u j+1 in Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.6, respectively, can be rewritten as
for all v ∈ X. Particularly, ∇G(u) = −B ′ λ and ∇G(u j+1 ) = −B ′ λ j+1 . Choosing v = u − u j+1 and subtracting we obtain
Using Lemma 3.13 we find with the bounds Bv
This choice of θ yields
Using this estimate instead of (6) in the proof of (5) we obtain
j . The assertion follows with the choice γ j+1 = (1 + 2ρ j+1 ) −1 .
Proposition 3.15 (Linear convergence of residual). If
We have by Proposition 3.11 that
where the term ̺ G (u j , u j+1 ) on the left-hand side results from the estimate
The optimality conditions for u j and u j+1 in Lemma 3.6 and the differentiability of G imply
The assertion follows with the same rate γ j+1 as in Theorem 3.14 using the same arguments as in the proof of the previous theorem. (2) Minimizing γ j+1 with respect to τ j+1 yields the step size τ j+1 ≡ τ with corresponding rate γ j+1 ≡ γ given by
3.5.
Step size adjustment. The previous discussion shows that the convergence rate critically depends on the step size. Moreover, the optimized step size may lead to a pessimistic contraction order as observed in [10] . This motivates to incorporate an automated adjustment of the step size. With regard to Proposition 3.15 the idea is to prescribe a contraction factor γ ≥ γ, start with a large step size τ = τ and decrease τ whenever the contraction property is violated. When a lower bound τ is reached, the algorithm is restarted with a larger contraction factor γ. To account for cases which do not satisfy the conditions for linear convergence of the algorithm, one has to choose an upper bound γ ≈ 1 for the contraction factor to guarantee convergence of the algorithm. We make our procedure precise in the following algorithm which is identical to Algorithm 3.4 except for the initialization of additional parameters and the specification of step (7) of Algorithm 3.4.
(1) Set γ 1 = γ, τ 1 = τ and R 0 = R.
(2)-(6) As in Algorithm 3.4. (7) Define (τ j+1 , γ j+1 ) as follows:
• If R j ≤ γ j R j−1 or if τ j = τ and γ j = γ set τ j+1 = τ j and γ j+1 = γ j .
• If R j > γ j R j−1 and τ j > τ set τ j+1 = max{δτ j , τ } and γ j+1 = γ j .
• If R j > γ j R j−1 , τ j = τ and γ j < γ set
(8) Set j = j + 1 and continue with (2).
Remark 3.18. The total number of restarts is bounded by ⌈log((γ − 1)/(γ − 1))/ log(2)⌉. The minimal number of iterations between two restarts is given by ⌈log(τ /τ )/ log(δ)⌉. Since the contraction factor is constant between two restarts, i.e., γ j ≡ γ for a γ ∈ [γ, γ), the maximal number of iterations between two restarts is bounded by ⌈log(τ /τ )/ log(δ)⌉+⌊log(ε stop /R 1 )/ log( γ)⌋.
Numerical Experiments
We tested the ADMM (Algorithm 3.4 with fixed step size), the Variable-ADMM (Algorithm 3.17) and the Fast-ADMM proposed in [20] , which we present in Appendix B as Algorithm B.1, for some prototypical minimization problems which were discretized using low order finite elements. An overview of relevant parameters and abbreviations is given in the following and concern all three algorithms if not otherwise stated:
• Abbreviations: N = # of iterations for termination; u • Geometry: Ω = (0, 1) 2 ; coarse mesh T 0 = {T 1 , T 2 }; T ℓ generated from T 0 by ℓ uniform refinements The number N γ represents also the total number of restarts of the Variable-ADMM when τ > τ . Moreover, the integer N also regards the discarded iterations due to restart in the Fast-ADMM and the Variable-ADMM.
4.1. Application to obstacle problem. We consider
4.1.1. Example and stopping criterion. For our experiments we use the following specifications. Note that G is strongly convex with coercivity constant α G = 1/2, i.e., we have
We have that the unique solution of the infinite-dimensional obstacle problem satisfies u ∈ H 2 (Ω), cf. [6, 1] . Hence, Corollary 3.9 implies that the error tolerance should be chosen as ε stop = h 2 so that the convergence rate ∇(u − u h ) = O(h) is not violated. Particularly, G is differentiable and its gradient is Lipschitz ADMM (obstacle; ε continuous and B ′ is invertible, i.e., the conditions for linear convergence of the ADMM are satisfied.
With the chosen inner-products on X and Y we obtain the constants
with c P denoting the Poincaré constant associated to the domain Ω, which can in turn be bounded by c P ≤ √ 2/π. Using these constants in Remark 3.16 leads to τ opt ≈ π/( √ 2h) and γ opt ≈ (1 + πh/ √ 32) −1 .
With regard to Corollary 3.9 we have to provide a computable upper bound C 0 for
We have u h h ≤ 2 u h ≤ c( χ + f ). Furthermore, the optimality condition 0 ∈ G ′ (u h ) + ∂F (u h ) implies the existence of a Lagrange multiplier λ h ∈ ∂F (u h ) with
. Particularly, Assumption 3.2 is satisfied for Example 4.1. Inserting (∇u, ∇v h ) on the right-hand side, using standard interpolation estimates, an inverse estimate, the fact that u ∈ H 2 (Ω) and integration by parts gives
which means that λ h h is uniformly bounded in h. Therefore, since we only consider τ j ≥ τ = 1 in our numerical experiments we set
which is, up to constants, an upper bound for C 0 .
4.1.2.
Results. We report the iteration numbers for the ADMM, the Fast-ADMM and the Variable-ADMM applied to Example 4.1 with stopping criterion ∇(u Table 1 . Note that ε
(1) stop = 10 −3 is a lower bound for the minimal mesh size we are considering in our experiments, i.e., the outputs of the algorithms do not affect the order of convergence ∇(u − u h ) = O(h). We infer that, for large initial step sizes, the iteration numbers of the Variable-ADMM are considerably smaller than those of the ADMM and also smaller or at least comparable to those of the Fast-ADMM. Particularly, one can observe a mesh-independent convergence behavior for Variable-ADMM. Note that τ = h −1 happens to be approximately the optimal step size τ opt which explains the lower iteration numbers for ADMM and Fast-ADMM in the case τ = h −1 since Variable-ADMM had to restart several times to recognize the actual contraction order. In Table 2 the iteration numbers and the ratio E h /h, which identifies the quality of the stopping criterion, for the three algorithms with stopping criterion R j ≤ h 2 /C 0 are displayed which also reflect a considerable improvement of the Variable-ADMM over the ADMM and Fast-ADMM especially for large initial step sizes τ = h −2 , h −3 . The ADMM and Variable-ADMM do not differ for τ = 1 since we have set τ = 1. A remarkable feature of the Variable-ADMM is that it performs robustly with respect to the choice of the initial step size τ in contrast to the ADMM and Fast-ADMM. Let us finally remark that the ratio E h /h remains bounded as h → 0 which underlines that R j ≤ ε stop /C 0 is a reliable stopping criterion and optimal for Variable-ADMM.
4.2.
Application to T V -L 2 minimization. In this subsection we apply the algorithms to a prototypical total variation minimization problem, the so called ROF problem, cf. [39] . We set
4.2.1. Example and stopping criterion. We consider the following specification of the minimization problem. Note that G is strongly convex with coercivity constant α G = α/2, i.e., we have The optimality condition 0 ∈ G ′ (u h ) + ∂F (∇u h ) implies the existence of a Lagrange multiplier λ h ∈ ∂F (∇u h ) with div λ h = α(u h − g) (cf. [37, Thm. 23.9] ) where the operator div :
Hence, Assumption 3.2 is satisfied. In this setting the constant C 0 from Corollary 3.9 is given by
The specific choice of the norm ensures that by an inverse estimate it holds ∇u h w ≤ c ∇u h L 1 (Ω) . The optimality condition λ h ∈ ∂F (p h ) implies that
with ξ ∈ B 1 (0). Therefore we have λ h w ≤ ch −d/2 . This scaling of the Lagrange multiplier has to be taken into account in the tolerance for the residual to obtain meaningful outputs, i.e., we set 3  195  36  21  127  4  647  58  56  623  5  2443  109  178  3994  6 9827 218 578 
h ) Y ≤ ε stop because these stopping criteria may not always lead to a suitable approximation of the exact minimizer u h and that one needs to resort to the stronger stopping criterion R j ≤ ε stop /C 0 due to the saddle-point structure. To see this, we consider Example 4.1 with the stopping criterion λ Table 5 the corresponding results are shown and we infer that the ratios do not remain bounded as h → 0 indicating suboptimal approximations. Comparing the results with those reported in Tables 2  and 4 we conclude that in order to obtain an accurate approximation one has to control both the primal iterates Bu 
Conclusion
From our numerical experiments we infer the following observations:
• The Variable-ADMM can considerably improve the performance for any initial step size. If not improving the Variable-ADMM at least yields results comparable to those of ADMM and Fast-ADMM which differ by a fixed factor.
• For large initial step sizes, i.e., τ = h −2 , the Variable-ADMM always yields lower iteration numbers than the other two schemes. This suggests to choose a large initial step size.
• The reinitialization of the Variable-ADMM did not considerably influence the total number of iterations.
• In order to obtain meaningful approximations one has to control both contributions to the residual, i.e., both Bu j and λ j have to be controlled which is accomplished by R j ≤ ε stop /C 0 .
This yields
Exchanging roles of v and v ′ and adding the inequalities yields the assertion.
Appendix B. Fast-ADMM
In [20] an accelerated version of ADMM with fixed step sizes is proposed. The work is inspired by an acceleration technique presented in [34] which has also been used in the context of forward-backward splitting in [3] and in [19] for the special case B = I. The technique consists in a certain extrapolation of the variables. The authors can prove a O(1/J 2 ) convergence rate for the objective value of the dual problem if F and G are strongly convex, G is quadratic and if the step size is chosen properly. The residual also enjoys this convergence rate if, in addition, B has full row rank. However, for problems with F or G being only convex they have to impose a restart condition to guarantee stability and convergence of the method. We will refer to this method with included restart condition as the Fast-ADMM. The details of the algorithm are given in the following. 
Otherwise, set θ j = 1, u j = u j−1 , λ j = λ j−1 and R j = γ −1 R j−1 . (8) Set j → j + 1 and continue with (2).
